Strategic Understanding

Recently at West Point, an actively serving officer/faculty member could be heard stating bluntly, “we don’t want second lieutenant strategic thinkers [in the United States Army].” Our dissertation defines and describes “strategic understanding” as the first attribute for junior strategic landpower leaders, as well as how “mission command” nests within this concept. Lastly, Major Cavanaugh considers three important reasons for cultivating strategic understanding in junior strategic landpower leaders: base practicality, the contemporary warfare context, and professional competence.
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Col. Russell W. Volckmann, an energetic, personable West Pointer and former instructor of the Philippine Army’s 11th Infantry Regiment, displayed political skills essential for success. In retrospect, his achievements seem all the more impressive since, like other American officers, he had never been exposed to the techniques and policies of guerrilla warfare.

http://www.history.army.mil/books/wwii/70-42/70-424.html
“Strategic Understanding:

The First Attribute for Junior Strategic Landpower Leaders”¹

Why would anyone want junior officers to think beyond the tactical fight? Plato considered this a bad idea when he wrote about society’s “guardian[s]” in Republic.² He counseled, “a young person cannot judge what is allegorical and what is literal,” and so he preferred these warriors assume qualities like those of obedient guard dogs.³ Similar thinking has survived into modernity. In 1970, West Point Superintendent Major General Samuel Koster said, “we're more interested in the ‘doer’ than the ‘thinker’.”⁴ More recently at West Point, an actively serving officer/faculty member could be heard stating bluntly, “we don’t want second lieutenant strategic thinkers [in the United States Army].”

So there are those that would not support the development of strategic thought in junior officers. The argument appears to rest on one tree, with several branches: “keep them focused on tactics, that’s what they do after graduation anyways”; “there isn’t enough time to study both strategy and tactics”; “junior officers only exist to service targets”; “they’re not smart enough to handle the big strategic stuff”; “if they start developing an opinion, they’ll be disobedient.”

This essay concurs that junior strategic landpower leaders ought not prepare to be strategic planners; however, society should expect all military officers to hold some level of strategic understanding. Eminent strategist Colin Gray concurs, and has written, “Military officers perform the strategic function at every level of command, from a platoon on upwards.”⁵ As such, “strategic competence” ought to be “widespread.”⁶ It could be that the problem is “wicked” in the sense that strategic thinking can be oriented many ways, some clearly inappropriate.⁷
As Major General Richard Chilcoat once wrote, there are multiple roles within the “strategic art.” Therefore, the question becomes: what role ought junior strategic landpower leaders fill in this paradigm?

This essay defines and describes “strategic understanding” as the first attribute for junior strategic landpower leaders. Some consider this the exclusive province of “mission command.” However, though the two work together, as a concept strategic understanding is broader and underpins mission command. For example, mission command is inherently constrained by the word, “mission.” Missions are designed to support war efforts, therefore, thinking about how one’s mission fits into the war’s context is not just helpful, but necessary.

War is about much more than the tactical fight. Thus, the first strategic landpower leadership attribute for officers is strategic understanding. Strategic understanding is defined here as awareness, comprehension, and ability to communicate broad purpose for the use of force and the relationship between tactical action and national policy. There are three important reasons for cultivating strategic understanding: base practicality, the contemporary warfare context, and professional competence.

**A Strategic “North Star” Builds Morale and Enables Adaptability**

There are practical reasons to develop strategic understanding in junior strategic landpower leaders. To be direct, strategic understanding builds morale and enables adaptability. Much ink has been spilled on the importance of morale in combat. Colin Gray, in his book *The Strategy Bridge*, has described how leaders construct this intangible feeling, which propels landpower troops onward through organized violence:
...for soldiers willingly to risk their lives in ways that exceed minimal or perhaps only token compliance, there is always need for a dose of the ingredients that make for high enough morale. The ingredients can be chemical (vodka, rum, indeed anything alcohol), spiritual (trust, inspiration, self-confidence) or a lack of alternatives (desperation).¹²

To the modern officer, death threats and chemical aids (beyond caffeine) seem unlikely, and desperation is overly pessimistic. Thus, Gray’s list leaves one option: inspiration. The cognitive ability to directly link one’s tactical actions to a particular military objective and policy goal can be an immense source of morale. To paraphrase Nietzsche: he who has a “why” to fight can bear almost any “how” in war.

Strategic understanding also enables adaptability, which is critical when conflicts inevitably take unexpected turns. Military adaptability as a useful characteristic has been supported broadly, but never as well as by Sir Michael Howard in 1974:

I am tempted indeed to declare dogmatically that whatever doctrine the Armed Forces are working on now, they have got it wrong. I am also tempted to declare that it does not matter that they have got it wrong. What does matter is their capacity to get it right quickly when the moment arrives...¹³

What happens when all is not as expected – when the assigned mission is foiled by a willed enemy? There will be times in the future, as there have been instances in the past, where the provided mission information is wholly inadequate for the military situation in front of the officer.
Consider the experience of Captain Russell Volckmann, who evaded capture on the famed Bataan Peninsula, escaping to the hills and jungles of Luzon. He acknowledged, “In all my training I had never been exposed to the techniques and policies of resistance and guerilla warfare.”\(^\text{14}\) Volckmann survived and eventually led a guerilla force of 22,000 to resist the Japanese, titled “US Armed Forces Philippines – Northern Luzon.”\(^\text{15}\) Particularly noteworthy was Volckmann’s understanding of the strategic context in which he fought: he knew his Philippine soldiers’ strengths and history, local geographic factors, and considered space and time as the Japanese faced inevitable counterattack.\(^\text{16}\) Volckmann’s story ought to be the ideal that junior strategic landpower leaders strive for.

**Context: Rise of the YouTube Wars\(^\text{17}\) and Battlefield Robots**

Steven Metz of the U.S. Army War College recently assessed that today’ conflicts are “transparent” and “live cast,” meaning they are “made available to a global audience in real or near real time.”\(^\text{18}\) Popular *New York Times* writer Thomas Friedman concurs, and worth quoting at length,

*You don’t want to be in these wars. This is not your grandfather’s battlefield.*

*When the enemy is nested in homes and apartments and no one wears a uniform but everyone has a cellphone camera, you have a real strategic and moral challenge...*\(^\text{19}\)

In these very public wars, the stakes are higher at the tactical level than in the past. Professor George R. Lucas, of the *Stockdale Center for Ethical Leadership* at the U.S. Naval Academy, finds that “never before in history has so much power been placed in the hands of the individual soldier.”\(^\text{20}\)
Specifically, he believes that one soldier can "single-handedly bring down the entire allied war effort" because "violations of *jus in bello* now clearly impact *jus ad bellum.*" The character of today’s conflict is such that individual tactical actions receive unprecedented scrutiny. This trend demands strategic thinking at all levels.

Then there is the robot trend. The rise of battlefield robots is busy consuming the U.S. Air Force and will likely move on the landpower domain. Consider the recent rollout of the “Pentagon-financed humanoid robot named Atlas.” Atlas has been “designed to perform rescue functions in situations where humans cannot survive.” Junior strategic landpower leaders ought to watch the U.S. Air Force as it faces this incoming wave of drone robotics – because the same changes may be afoot on the ground.

Some are doubtful and likely share Thomas P.M. Barnett’s view, that if “there’s something truly valuable to contest, a country’s manned forces still need to occupy and control it; otherwise, nothing is achieved. Wake me up when drones can set up local government elections in Afghanistan or reconfigure Mali’s judicial system.”

Whichever way one comes down on that issue, there is one corresponding certainty: increased capability. Expanding technological development pushes power down to the tactical level in greater amounts than previous junior strategic landpower leaders ever had. With such power comes responsibility; specifically, the ability to wield these weapons in a way that supports and does not set back policy accomplishment. Strategic understanding provides a compass to establish the initial navigation for and conduct of this modern “storm of steel.”
Professional Competence

Army Doctrinal Publication 1: The Army, states that like other professions, the Army “certify[ies] individual and organizational competence” with respect to “military expertise.” Gratefully, some key leaders in the Profession of Arms already support strategic understanding as a necessary competence for junior strategic landpower leaders. Army Chief of Staff General Raymond Odierno has written that his aim is to develop junior strategic landpower leaders “cognizant of the potential strategic ramifications of their decisions.” Moreover, while commanding U.S. Army North, Lieutenant General William Caldwell wrote, “Mission command can only succeed if the next generation of leaders is trained to think strategically.” These senior leaders can see that strategic understanding cuts to the heart of the Profession of Arms. They know what “right” ought to look like; what might “wrong” look like?

Consider the following occurrence, reported by Michael Lewis in Vanity Fair.

On March 21, 2011, an Air Force Captain took off as a navigator in an F-15 from a base in Italy “on his first combat mission.” He was heading for Libya and was eventually shot down over that country. Having had to bail out, Lewis reports that as the Air Force Captain “floated down, he felt almost calm. The night air was calm, and there was no sound, only awesome silence. He didn’t really know why he’d been sent here, to Libya, in the first place. He knew his assignment, his specific mission. But he didn’t know the reason for it.”

This example could have been plucked from any armed service. Here one can find a commissioned officer on a mission in which he will likely take human lives and destroy property on behalf of the American public.
Yet beyond his immediate operational mission he could not answer “why” it was that the American people asked this of him. He was unable to connect his tactical actions to American national policy. Is this a “competent” member of the Profession of Arms?

**Recommendations**

How does one develop strategic understanding? Recent Australian scholarship found two distinct pathways to military learning, one formal “directly managed by the organization,” and “an informal system that was fostered through strong social networks and driven by the organizational culture.” Thus, this essay will provide both one formal and one informal learning recommendation.

Each soon-to-be junior strategic landpower leader should take a strategic studies course during precommission education (i.e. ROTC program, OCS, or Service Academy). After September 11, 2001, Army Chief of Staff General Eric Shinseki commissioned a report on leadership from the U.S. Army War College that concluded the Army should “Begin growing strategic leader capability at the precommissioning level.”

Ideally, this would be a multidisciplinary strategy course, which synchronizes knowledge on war from many relevant fields and provides a framework for “critical analysis” of war. Though history has immense value through learning about what happened, geography often teaches about constraint, anthropology and psychology can describe crucial human factors, and political science informs with important theories – there is an essential leap from these academic departments to finding applicable solutions to employ on the modern battlefield. All domains are necessary; none are individually sufficient. Essentially, war and strategy are too big to fit into one discipline.
Informally, senior strategic landpower leaders should support organic self-study initiatives. One such example comes from this author’s experience in creating the WarCouncil.org website.\textsuperscript{36} The objective for those writing on the War Council blog or participating in offshoot discussions is not to arrive at the “right” answers about the use of force – it is to learn to ask the right questions and thereby become “reflective practitioners.”\textsuperscript{37} Though the unknown future conflict they will face may resemble some elements of previous wars, it will certainly have unique characteristics that will necessitate fresh thinking. This high bar should be less challenging to clear when aided by a sense of strategic understanding: \textit{awareness, comprehension, and ability to communicate broad purpose for the use of force and the relationship between tactical action and national policy.}\textsuperscript{38}

Strategic understanding for junior strategic landpower leaders has practical value, is driven by the contemporary warfare context, and required by professional competence. Thus it seems there is no better time to begin this formal and informal learning process than today – success in future strategic landpower contests demands it.\textsuperscript{38}

**************
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